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Abstract

3D displays have been researched for decades, and have been announced to be market ready
'real soon now' for almost as long, with dwindling credibility.
Does the current explosion of computing and especially graphics power make any difference?
Starting from simple considerations about perspective, laser technology, holography,
holographic optical elements, we will look upon new approaches with near eye displays as
well as auto holographic (SeeReal) and holographic auto stereo approaches. We will also talk
about light field recording (camera arrays) and according techniques like holographic
encoding. The highly related questions about the behavior of light and optics in laser and
holographic contexts are presented with very simple math and
modeling, allowing to answer basic design issues quickly and
easily.
Parts of the contributions on near eye displays and holographic
encoding are derived from the referee's recent book "The End of
Hardware". About auto holography, materials from the book, its
web page, and several more materials and new elaborations will be
presented. We will see that the prospects for mass applications of
3D displays may become much better with the new approaches
arising.
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